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First-principles calculation of current density in molecular devices
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Based on the single-particle nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) technique coupled with the density-
functional theory (DFT), we investigate the current density distribution of a molecular device Al-C60-Al from
first principles. Due to the presence of nonlocal pseudopotential, the conventional definition of current density is
not suitable to describe the correct current density profile inside the molecular device. By using the new definition
of current density, which includes the contribution due to the nonlocal potential, our numerical results show that
the new definition of current density J(r) conserves the current. In addition, the current obtained from the current
density calculated inside the molecular device equals to that calculated from the Landauer-Büttiker formula.
Finally, for the molecular device Al-C60-Al, loop currents were found, which confirms the result obtained from
the tight-binding approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the advance of nanofabrication technique, trans-
port properties of molecular devices have attracted many
research efforts both experimentally and theoretically.1–11

Experimentally, many interesting transport behaviors were
found for molecular devices such as rectification,1 negative
differential resistance,2 and conductance switching effects,3

which are very important from fundamental physics point of
view and for their potential applications. On the theoretical
side, based on the combination of single-particle nonequilib-
rium Green’s function (NEGF) and density-functional theory
(DFT), quantitative investigations10–13 have been carried out to
explore the quantum transport properties of molecular devices
from first principles. For instance, numerical investigation
of current-voltage characteristics of molecular devices show
negative differential resistance effect.14–16 In addition, other
dc transport properties such as shot noise,17,18 thermoelectric
properties,19 spin-dependent electron transport,20–22 and ac
transport as well as transient transport23–27 of nanodevices
have also been studied. Quantitative agreement between the-
oretical prediction and experimental results has been reached.
For example, the current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of the
molecular wires made of oligophenylene molecules coupled
with Au electrodes is found to be linear and the behavior of
the small-bias resistances is increasing exponentially with an
exponent β as the wire length increases. The calculated value
of β is in quantitative agreement with experimental data.28

So far, most studies of these researchers mainly focus on
the global transport property of molecular devices. It would
be interesting to know what is the current flow pattern inside
the molecular device.29,30 Because the current density profile
can provide local quantum-transport information to analyze
the structure properties and the heat generation, it can give
us a vivid picture for a better understanding of the transport
mechanism of the molecular device as well. It is the purpose
of this paper to investigate the current density distribution of
these systems.31

It is known that the current density is given by Jc(r) =
ieh̄
2m

[ψ(r)∇ψ∗(r) − ψ(r)∗∇ψ(r)] (when the magnetic field is
zero), where ψ is the scattering wave function. It is easy to

show that the current obtained from the current density is
conserved if the scattering potential is local, i.e., V = V (r).
For the first-principles investigation using density-functional
theory, atomic cores are usually defined by the standard
nonlocal norm-conserving pseudopotential.32 Furthermore,
the exchange-correlation functional is a nonlocal function
if we want to go beyond the LDA approximation, such as
generalized-gradient approximation (GGA).33 As pointed out
in Ref. 34, the conventional definition of current density does
not conserve the current and hence does not give the correct
current density in presence of the nonlocal potential. A new
definition, detailed in Ref. 34, should be used in the presence
of nonlocal pseudopotential. Since the current density has to
be calculated in real space, it is difficult to implement the
method proposed in Ref. 34 due to the memory problem, as
will be discussed in detail in the next section. In this paper,
we overcome the memory problem and use the new definition
of current density J(r) to investigate the spatial distribution
of current density inside the molecular device Al-C60-Al from
first principles. With the new definition, the current calculated
from current density is, indeed, equal to that calculated from
the Landauer-Büttiker formula. Our results show that the
current density for the molecular device Al-C60-Al is mainly
distributed around each carbon atom and can form a circulating
current around carbon atoms. As a further observation, we also
find loop current in a hexagon face of the C60 molecule.

This paper is organized as follows. The theoretical formal-
ism and detailed numerical techniques used in the calculation
are discussed in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we present some numerical
results to demonstrate our theoretical formalism. Section IV is
the conclusion.

II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM AND NUMERICAL
TECHNIQUE

By means of Keldysh formalism, the conventional defini-
tion of the current density in the absence of magnetic field
can be expressed in terms of single-particle nonequilibrium
Green’s function:35

Jc(r) = − eh̄

2m

∫
dE

2π
[(∇ − ∇′

)G<(r,r′,E)]r′=r, (1)
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where G< = Gr�<Ga is the lesser Green’s function and
�< = i

∑
α �αfα is the corresponding self-energy due to the

coupling to the lead. Here, �α = i(�r − �a) is the linewidth
function and fα = fα(E − qVα) is the Fermi distribution
function at α’s lead with the voltage Vα applied. In this
formalism, the effect of semi-infinite leads is included by
means of appropriate self-energies �r,a . Therefore, once we
know the Green’s function in the central scattering region, the
conventional current density Jc(r) can be calculated.

In order to investigate the current density Jc(r) inside the
molecular device from first principles, we use the state-of-the-
art first-principles quantum-transport package MATDCAL,36,37

which is based on the combination of NEGF and DFT
theory (NEGF-DFT). Numerically, a linear combination of
atomic orbitals (LCAO) is employed to solve the Kohn-Sham
equations. The exchange-correlation is treated at the LDA level
and the nonlocal norm-conserving pseudopotential is used to
define the atomic core. The density matrix is constructed in
orbital space and the effective potential is obtained in real
space by solving the Poisson equation.

The NEGF-DFT self-consistency is reached when the
numerical tolerance is less than 10−4 eV. Both self-consistent
Hamiltonian and Green’s function defined in orbital space
are then obtained. Because the current density is defined
in real space, a transformation from the orbital space to
the real space should be made in order to calculate current
density. According to the definition, the real-space lesser
Green’s function G<(r,r′) can be expressed in terms of LCAO
real-space basis set {ϕμ(r)}

G<(r,r′,E) =
∑
μ,ν

ϕμ(r)G<
μν(E)ϕ∗

ν (r′), (2)

where μ and ν sum over all orbitals of the entire system and
G<

μν(E) is Green’s function defined in orbital space. Using the
relation

G< = iGr�GafR + iGr�LGa(fL − fR), (3)

the current density defined in Eq. (1) can be separated into
equilibrium and nonequilibrium parts. Since the equilibrium
part does not contribute to the transport current,34 we discuss
only the second nonequilibrium part of the current density
from now on. Furthermore, if we are only interested in the
current density when the applied bias is small and the system
is in the zero-temperature limit, the definition of conventional
current density can be written as

Jc(r) = − ie2h̄

4πm
[(∇ − ∇′

)Gn(r,r′,Ef )]r′=r, (4)

with

Gn(r,r′) ≡
∑
μ,ν

ϕμ(r)(Gr�LGa)μνϕ
∗
ν (r′)δV, (5)

where δV = VL − VR is the voltage drop and Ef is the Fermi
level when the system is in equilibrium.

With the Green’s function obtained for the molecular
device, there are two ways of calculating the current. One can
either calculate the current from Landauer-Büttiker formula or
from the current density by integrating current density over any
cross section inside the scattering region perpendicular to the
transport direction (for instance, S2 in Fig. 1). As discussed

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic picture of the simulation box.
The blue region �L/�R is self-energy coupling regions due to the
leads. The green dash-dot line encloses the central scattering region.

in detail in Ref. 34, the above conventional current density
definition is not suitable to describe the correct current density
if nonlocal potentials are present in the system. This is because
the current obtained from the current density is not conserved,
i.e., ∇ · Jc = −ρn �= 0. Here, ρn(r) is called nonlocal electron
density due to the presence of nonlocal potential Vnl(r,r′) in
the system, which is defined as

ρn(r,E) = ie2

h

∫
dr′[Vnl(r,r′)Gn(r,r′,Ef ) − c.c.]. (6)

To solve this problem, one can define a new current
density34

J(r) ≡ Jc(r) + Jnl(r), (7)

where Jnl(r) is defined as

Jnl(r) = −∇u(r), (8)

with

−∇2u(r) = ρn(r). (9)

Therefore in order to calculate the nonlocal current density
Jnl(r), we have to solve the Poisson equation (9) with proper
boundary conditions once the nonlocal electron density ρn(r)

FIG. 2. (Color online) A sketch illustrating current density de-
fined between nearest-neighboring sites in a two-dimensional lattice
model. Black circles represent lattice sites of the system.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the Al-C60-Al
molecular device. The device consists of a C60 molecule coupled to
the perfect aluminium atomic electrodes along (100) direction, which
extend to the reservoirs at ±∞ where the current is collected.

is given. This simple scheme has been tested successfully in
two-dimensional mesoscopic systems.34 However, it is very
difficult to implement it directly to molecular devices because
the nonlocal electron density in Eq. (6) is very hard to obtain
in real space for two reasons. First of all, the number of grid
points in real space is very large, on the order of a millon for a
first-principles calculation of a simple molecular device. This
means that Vnl(r,r′) is a huge nonsparse matrix, which can not
be stored in the computer. Hence the memory availability is a
big problem. Secondly, the basis set in orbital space is usually
taken to be s, p, d, and f, which is not a complete basis set
although it is sufficient enough to describe accurately the band
structure as well as the transport properties. The consequence
of this incompleteness is that even for a local potential V (r), the
transformation from orbital space to real space will eventually
generate nondiagonal elements V (r,r′)|r′ �=r. This results in a
large numerical error in the calculation of the nonlocal electron
density ρn(r).

An alternative way to avoid the above problems is to
calculate the nonlocal electron density in orbital space and
then transform it to real space. From Eqs. (7)–(9), we have

ρn(r) = ∇ · J(r) − ∇ · Jc(r). (10)

Note that the conventional current density can easily be
calculated using Eqs. (4) and (5), so is its divergence ∇ · Jc(r).
The divergence of total current density J(r) can be calculated
as follows:

∇ · J(r) = ∇ · Jc(r) + ∇ · Jnl(r)

= − ie2h̄

4πm
[(∇2 − ∇′2)Gn(r,r′,Ef )]r′=r + ρn,

where we have used Eq. (4). From Eq. (6), we have

∇ · J(r) = ie2

h
[(H − EI )Gn − Gn(H − EI )]rr. (11)

To express Eq. (11) in orbital space, we use the definitions

H (r,r′) =
∑
μ,ν

ϕ̃μ(r)Hμνϕ̃
∗
ν (r′),

(12)
I (r,r) =

∑
μ,ν

ϕ̃μ(r)Sμνϕ̃
∗
ν (r),

FIG. 4. (Color online) Depictions for the conventional current Ic

(blue dashed line), the nonlocal current Inl (black dash-dot line), and
the total current I (red solid line) along the transporting Z direction.
Here, the solid triangle on the Current axis indicates the current
calculated from the Landauer-Büttiker formula and the green thick
solid line is the boundary of the self-energy region.

where I is the unit matrix, S is the overlap matrix, and {ϕ̃μ(r)}
is the corresponding dual basis of {ϕμ(r)}. Using Eq. (12),
Eq. (11) becomes

∇ · J(r) = ie2

h

∑
μ,ν

ϕ̃μ(r)[(H − ES)Gn]μνϕ
∗
ν (r)

−ϕμ(r)[Gn(H − ES)]μνϕ̃
∗
ν (r). (13)

Using the relation

(ES − H )Gr = (I + �rGr ), (14)

we have

∇ · J(r) = − ie2

h

{ ∑
μ,ν

ϕ̃μ(r)[(I + �rGr )�LGa]μνϕ
∗
ν (r)

−ϕμ(r)[Gr�L(I + Ga�a)]μνϕ̃
∗
ν (r)

}
δV . (15)

Note that because the basis set {ϕμ(r)} is not orthogonal,
the corresponding dual basis set {ϕ̃μ(r)} must be introduced as
we did in the above discussion. To avoid calculating the dual
basis, people usually use Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
to generate a set of orthogonal basis {φμ(r)} based on the
nonorthogonal basis {ϕμ(r)} so that the dual basis set is no
longer needed. In this regards, the divergence of current density
in the orthogonal orbital basis becomes

∇ · J(r) = − ie2

h

∑
μ,ν

φμ(r)[U (I + �rGr )�LGaU−1

− (U †)−1Gr�L(I + Ga�a)U †]μνφ
∗
ν (r)δV, (16)

where φμ(r) is the corresponding orthogonal basis constructed
from ϕν(r) and U matrix is defined as

Uμν = 〈φμ(r)|ϕ̃ν(r)〉. (17)
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Distribution of the position-related current density Jp(r) (a)–(c) in y-z plane in several different x-axis slices and
(d)–(f) in x-z plane in several different y-axis slices. The arrows indicate the magnitude and direction of the current flow in each position. Red
points represent Al atoms and green points represent C atoms projected onto the y-z or x-z plane.

In order to calculate the U matrix, we define another
auxiliary matrix:

Aμν = 〈ϕμ(r)|φν(r)〉, (18)

and by using the orthogonality relation

δμν = 〈φμ|φν〉 =
∑

i

〈φμ|ϕ̃i〉〈ϕi |φν〉 =
∑

i

UμiAiν, (19)

U can be calculated through the inversion of A matrix. Using
Eqs. (4), (5), and (16), we can calculate the nonlocal electron
density from Eq. (10).

Before we calculate the current density, we shall first prove
that the current density defined in Eq. (7) gives the correct
current that is calculated from Landauer-Büttiker formula. Let
us consider a surface that encloses part of the scattering region
with S1 just outside the scattering region and S2 the surface
inside the central scattering region, as shown in Fig. 1. The
volume �L enclosed by this surface is such that �L is zero on
surface S2. The current from the left lead is

IL =
∫

S2

J(r) · dS2. (20)

To show that this current is the same as that from Landauer-
Büttiker formula, we note that the current density is only
defined inside the central region in the Keldysh formalism,
which implies that the integration of J(r) over the surface S1
outside the scattering region is zero. Then the current becomes

IL =
∫

S
J(r) · dS =

∫
�L

∇ · J(r)dr. (21)

From Eqs. (11) and (14) with the fact that �r = �r
L in �L,

we have

Tr[∇ · J(r)]�L
= − ie2

h
Tr

[(
I + �r

LGr
)
�LGa

−Gr�L

(
I + Ga�a

L

)]
�L

δV . (22)

Since �r
L and �L are zero outside �L, the trace over �L

on the right-hand side of Eq. (22) equals to the trace over
the whole scattering region �, i.e., Tr[· · ·]�L

= Tr[· · ·]� =
Tr[· · ·]. Finally, we have

IL = Tr[∇ · J(r)]

= − ie2

h
Tr[�L(Ga − Gr ) + (

�r
L − �a

L

)
Gr�LGa]δV
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Contour plot of z component of current density J(r). Red points represent Al atoms and green points represent C
atoms projected onto the x-z plane.

= e2

h
Tr[�LGr�Ga − �LGr�LGa]δV

= e2

h
Tr[�LGr�RGa]δV, (23)

where we have used the relation Ga − Gr = iGr�Ga . Equa-
tion (23) is the same as that of the Landauer-Büttiker formula.
This shows that as long as the surface S2 is not inside the
self-energy coupling regions �L and �R , the integration of
current density over S2 is equal to the current given by the
Landauer-Büttiker formula. In the actual calculation, we will
choose the simulation box of the current density larger than the
scattering region in which we are interested so that the current
density is always conserved in the scattering region (see Fig. 1).

Now we discuss how to define the current density on
a discrete lattice and the boundary condition of Poisson
equation. For the purpose of discussion, we will illustrate our

scheme in two dimensions (see Fig. 2). It is straightforward to
generalize it to three dimensions. When solving a differential
equation on a discrete lattice, the function itself such as ρ(r)
and u(r) in Poisson equation and its second derivative ∇2u(r)
are defined on the grid point, while its first derivative such as
the current density should be defined on the half grid point
or on the bond connecting the two nearest-neighbor lattice
sites. In this way, the continuity equation ∇ · J(r) = 0 can
be checked on each grid point inside the scattering region.
In order to visualize the current density, one can define the
current density on the grid point by taking the average over
bond current density. From Eq. (4), the conduction current
density flowing from site r to site r ± ai with i = x,y can be
defined as38

J±i
c (r) = − ie2h̄

4πmai

[Gn(r ± ai,r) − Gn(r,r ± ai)], (24)
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with i = x,y. The current density at the site r is obtained by
averaging over the bond current connecting the site r,

J i(r) = 1
2 [J+i(r) − J−i(r)], (25)

for r inside the scattering region. Because there is no current
flowing from outside to the central scattering region, i.e.,
the bond current passing through the interface between the
scattering region and outside is zero, we have to pay special
attention to the boundary sites in defining the current density.

Concerning the boundary condition of Poisson equation,
Eq. (9), since there is no current flowing into the scattering
region, it is reasonable to assume that there is no nonlocal
current density J i

nl(r) flowing out of the central region. This
means that the boundary condition in solving the Poisson
equation is the Neumann boundary condition where the normal
derivative of the function u(r) is specified on all boundaries,
i.e., n̂ · Jnl(r) = n̂ · ∂u(r) = 0, where n̂ is the normal direction
of the interface at the boundary.

To summarize the procedure of current density calculation,
we first carry out ab initio calculations to obtain the Green’s
functions and potential landscape for a particular molecular
device. We then calculate the conventional current density
Jc(r) from Eqs. (4) and (5) and the nonlocal electron density
according to Eqs. (10) and (16). Finally, the nonlocal current
density Jnl(r) can be computed by solving the Poisson equation
(9), and the total current density J(r) can be obtained.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we implement our scheme and present the
numerical results of current density of a molecular device:
a C60 molecule coupled to two aluminum leads as shown in
Fig. 3. For this system, there are 150 atoms in the central
scattering region and 18 atoms in a unit cell with a finite cross
section along (100) direction in the semi-infinite aluminum
electrodes. In the Al-C60-Al device, the distance between the
Al atom and the nearest carbon atom is equal to 2.73 a.u. and
the bond length of C-C equals to 3.61 a.u. These distances
as well as the entire device structure are relaxed under
the equilibrium condition. In the calculation, the current is
measured in the unit of (e2/h) volt, which means that we
actually calculate J(r)/(δV ). Atomic units are adopted in the
numerical calculations.

In order to demonstrate the current conservation, we denote
the conventional current Ic across the cross section located at
z as Ic(z) = ∫

dxdŷz · Jc(x,y,z), and similarly, the nonlocal
current Inl(z) = ∫

dxdŷz · Jnl(x,y,z) and the total current
I (z) = ∫

dxdŷz · J(x,y,z) of the system. In Fig. 4, we plot the
conventional current Ic and the nonlocal current Inl along the
transport z direction. Clearly, we can see that the conventional
current varies at different cross sections along the transport
z direction. Most importantly, when the nonlocal current is
included, the total current I (z) obtained form the current
density in the scattering region except the self-energy coupling
region is a constant and equals to the current calculated from
the Landauer-Büttiker formula (marked by a solid triangle in
Fig. 4). This indicates that the current calculated from the
new definition of current density in presence of the nonlocal
potential is conserved. We also note that the total current is
not conserved in the self-energy coupling region because the

divergence of the current density J(r) is not equal to zero
according to Eq. (15).

Since the current density is a vector field, we can visualize
it by projecting the current density onto different slices along
each direction (x or y directions). In Fig. 5, we plot x

and y components of position-related current density Jp(r)
versus axis x-y and z, where Jp(r) is defined as the sum of
several neighboring points in the same plane, i.e., J i

p(r′) =∑
j=x,y

∑r+2aj

r J i(r) and i = x-y. As shown in Fig. 5, the
current density is mainly distributed around each atom and is
scattered due to the atomic potential. Note that for illustration
purposes, we have shown all the atoms of C60 in the plot by
projection. But many atoms are not in the cutting plane so that
the current density around those atoms is small. For instance,
two atoms in the center of Fig. 5(b) are far away from the
cutting plane so that the current density around these two atoms
is very small. By comparing different panels in Fig. 5, we can
clearly see that the current density distribution is different due
to the effect of fullerene C60 when we cut different slices of the
whole system. Because the Hartree potential near the carbon
atoms is very different from that near the Al atoms, the local
potential will redistribute the current density flow from the Al
buffer layer to the fullerene C60 molecule. The distribution of
current density due to the scattering from Al to C atoms can
be clearly seen in Fig. 5.

Since the z component of current density dominates the
transport properties of the molecular device, we show the
contour plot of the current density J z(r) in Fig. 6, which
reflects the local transport information of molecular device.
In the x-z and y-z planes, we average all slices in y and x

directions to get J z(r). Furthermore, several slices in z

direction are chosen to visualize the current density J z(r)
in x-y plane. From Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), we see that the z

component of current density has positive and negative values
around z = 41 a.u showing circulating current around the

FIG. 7. (Color online) Current distribution of the fullerene C60.
Green points represent carbon atoms and blue arrows point to the
direction of the current flow from one atom to another.
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carbon atoms near the Al leads. It has been reported,39 using
a tight-binding model, that there may be a loop current in the
fullerene C60. To examine this prediction, we firstly define the
current from atom j to atom i, which can be calculated from
the Green’s function Gn in Eq. (7):39

Iij (Ef ) = 4e

h

∑
l1,l2=s,p

Im
[
Hil1 jl2

Gn
il1 jl2

(Ef )
]
, (26)

where the summation of orbital s and p is taken over two
atoms. Here, H and Gn are defined in orbital space in our
first-principles calculation. Our result is shown in Fig. 7 where
we do see the loop current although the current pattern is
different from that of Ref. 39. We think this difference is due
to the one-dimensional leads used in Ref. 39.

IV. SUMMARY

In conclusion, the issue of current density conservation
is addressed in the first-principles calculation. Due to the
presence of nonlocal pseudopotential, the conventional current
density in terms of the single-particle nonequilibrium Green’s
function is not appropriate to provide the correct information

of current flow inside the molecular device. By introducing the
nonlocal current density, the total current density J(r) satisfies
the continuity equation, which means the current calculated
from the total current density across an arbitrary cross section
inside the central scattering region is a constant and equals
to the current calculated from the Landauer-Büttiker formula.
Details of how to implement this formalism for molecular
devices are presented. As an application of our formalism,
we have numerically calculated the current density for the
Al-C60-Al molecular device. It is shown that the current
calculated from current density is equal to that calculated from
the Landauer-Büttiker formula, which numerically confirms
our formalism to calculate current density from first principles.
In addition, we verified that loop current, which can induce
magnetic moment, also exists in a molecular device consisting
of fulleren-e C60 coupled with two aluminium leads.
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